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¨  IRS scammers 
¡  Increased activity 

ú  Scammer purports to be the IRS 
ú  Hackers trying to break into tax preparation servers 

¡  IRS never: 
ú  Calls 
ú  Sends emails 

¨  Don’t believe everything you read on the 
internet and social media 



¨  DOL (Department of labor) 
¡  Tightening and defining Fiduciary responsibility 

when advising on retirement accounts 
¡  Must act in client’s best interest 

ú  Full disclosure of costs 
ú  Careful consideration of product selection 

¡  Options for full disclosure 
ú  Fee based Accounts 
ú  Best Interest Contract Exemption (BICE) 



¨  Charitable Distributions of IRA made 
Permanent 
¡  Must be age 70 ½ or older to qualify 
¡  Must go to a recognized and qualified charity 
¡  Must be accomplished by transfer 

ú  Could receive a check if payable to the charity 

¨  Distribution is non-taxable 
¡  Can satisfy required minimum distribution 
¡  Does not get taken as charitable deduction 



¨  Medical Deductions limited by 7 ½% of AGI 
¡  7 ½% versus 10% of Adjusted Gross Income 
¡  At least one taxpayer must be 65 or older  

¨  Established to offset the Affordable Health Care 
Act 
¡  Sunsets December 2016 
¡  All taxpayers subject to 10% of AGI for 2017 and 

beyond 



¨  Deduction for sales tax instead of state income 
tax 
¡  This deduction is now made permanent 
¡  Use sales tax table compared to income taxes paid 
¡  Can increase table amount for auto purchase 
¡  Can use actual receipted sales tax amount 



¨  Residential Energy Credit 
¡  Good for 2016 only 
¡  $500 lifetime segregated credit 

ú  $200 limit on windows 

¨  Solar Energy Credit 
¡  Good through 2022 tax year 
¡  30% of equipment cost and installation 

¨  Geothermal Energy Credit 
¡  Good for 2016 only 
¡  30% of equipment cost and installation 



¨  Roth contribution limits 
¡  Must have wages 
¡  $5500 annual max ($6500 if 50 or older) 

¨  Conversions from IRA to Roth IRA are 
unlimited 
¡  No income limitation 
¡  No limitation on amount 
¡  Fully taxable in year of conversion 
¡  Avoids 10% additional tax penalty 
¡  Does not satisfy required minimum distribution 



¨  Considerations prior to conversion 
¡  Tax bracket? 
¡  Time frame? 
¡  Ability to cover tax liability? 
¡  Who will be the end user? 

¨  Five year rule in effect if under age 59 ½ 
¡  10% penalty tax comes into play if distribution 

within five years of conversion 



¨  Spousal beneficiaries allowed to roll IRA to 
their own IRA or hold as a beneficiary IRA 
¡  NO required minimum distributions (RMD) 

¨  Non-spouse beneficiaries 
¡  Beneficiary IRA is only option available 
¡  Required minimum distributions must begin in year 

following year of owner’s death 
¡  If RMD is missed, IRA must be completely 

distributed by end of the fifth year 



¨  Beneficiary is allowed a stretch provision 
¡  Required minimum distributions “stretched” over 

beneficiary’s lifetime 
ú  Allowed to name new beneficiary 
ú  Must start within tax year of year following death of 

the owner 
ú  Can take greater distributions at anytime 
ú  Applies to non-spouse beneficiaries of Roth IRA’s as 

well. 



¨  Estate exemption set at $5,450,00 
¡  This is a per individual amount 
¡  Unused portion can be transferred to survivor 

spouse (DSUE) 

¨  Gift tax rules 
¡  No gift tax return required for gifts: 

ú  To charity 
ú  Of $14,000 or less per individual / year / donor 

  Gift splitting increases amount 

ú  $5,450,000 per lifetime all reportable gifts 



¨  I need to be apolitical 
¨  One party wants additional regulation 

¡  Department of Labor ruling impact 
¡  Glass-Steagall 
¡  Tax increase 

¨  The other party is struggling with an economic 
policy 
¡  Trade agreements 
¡  Corporate tax cuts 



¨  Scenario One 
¡  25 mph limit replaces 40 mph limit 

¨  Scenario Two 
¡  Removing all the speed limit signs 

¨  You get to decide with your vote 
¡  So vote even if you believe it is the lesser of two evils 



¨  First and foremost: 
¡  The White House sets policy 
¡  Congress still has to compromise to pass laws 

¨  First Possibility 
¡  No changes to anything due to stalemate 
¡  Business as usual 

¨  Second Possibility 
¡  Shift in Congress changes majority 



¨  Additional financial regulations 
¡  Industry and investors adjust to new rules 
¡  Market may experience a downturn while adjusting 

¨  Taxes could increase 
¡  Current tax rates are 10, 15, 25, 28, 33, 35 and 39.6% 

ú  35 and 39.6% were added in recent years 

¡  We could see higher tax rates on the top 
¡  We could see more add on taxes 
¡  Increase in lower rates unlikely with either party 



¨  Owner Required minimum distributions for 
Roth IRAs 
¡  Currently RMD only required for non-spouse 

inheritors of Roth IRAs 
¡  Distribution does not increase tax revenue  
¡  Makes earnings shift to taxable accounts 
¡  Both parties favor this legislation 

¨  Logic:  Roths are becoming tax free legacy 
accounts 



¨  Ending IRA stretch provisions 
¡  Inherited IRAs would have to be distributed by the 

five year rule 
¡  Distributions are taxable at the beneficiary’s tax 

bracket 
¡  Both parties favor this legislation 

¨  Logic:  IRAs were not meant to be generational 
legacies 



¨  Affordable Health Care  
¡  Parties are very split on this issue 
¡  End to subsidies for market place health insurance 
¡  Removal of employer requirements 
¡  Complete repeal of the program 
¡  Potential expansion of the program 
¡  Single provider 



¨  Social Security changes already accomplished 
¡  Removed the restricted benefits for all but a narrow 

age group. 
¡  Made the deemed benefit rule apply to all 
¡  Continuing to move up the max social security wage 

threshold, currently $118,500 
ú  1937 - 1950 was $3,000 
ú  1974 was $13,200 
ú  Crossed $100,000 for first time in 2008 



¨  Potential Social Security changes: what they 
could do. 
¡  Continue to raise the full retirement age (67 - 70) 
¡  Increase the cost of Medicare premiums 
¡  Increase the payroll tax rates, currently 7.65% 
¡  Remove the cap on taxable wages 

ú  Would require a change in rates or maximum benefits 

¡  Increase taxable benefits, currently 85% max 
ú  First became taxable in 1984 



¨  Radical ideas 
¡  End to itemized deductions 
¡  Flat tax rate 

ú  What would that rate be? 

¡  Further changes to capital gains tax rates 
ú  This one is unlikely 
ú  20% rate was added recently 

  Applies to 39.6% tax rate ($412,000 MFJ taxable income) 



¨  More Radical Ideas: 
¡  Repeal Alternative Minimum Tax 
¡  Repeal Estate Tax 
¡  Free Tuition 
¡  Revamp Medicare 



¨  Careful sourcing of retirement income   
¡  IRA distributions versus tax cheap or tax free 

accounts 
¡  Timing distributions 

ú  Drawing taxable accounts ahead of social security 
ú  Year-end distributions split between tax years 

¡  High income filers ($250,000 MFJ) could benefit from 
variable annuities. 



¨  Tax Bracket Manipulation 
¡  Do conversions prior to age 70 ½ 
¡  Continue conversions in low or zero tax bracket 
¡  Doubling up on itemized deductions 

ú  Standard deduction for married taxpayers is $12,600 to 
$15,100 depending on age 
  State income tax 
  RE tax 
  Charitable  



¨  Strategies for assisting doubling up itemized 
deductions 
¡  Pay RE taxes in installments 
¡  Use transfers of stocks direct to charities 
¡  Contribute to a Donor Advised Fund in the double 

up year and then distribute to charities of choice as 
and when you see fit. 



¨  Charitable transfer from IRAs 
¡  Reduces AGI for calculating taxable Social Security 

benefits and premium calculations 
¡  Could increase medical itemized deductions 
¡  Especially efficient for non-itemizers 

¨  Transferring appreciated investments to charity 
¡  No taxable capital gains to report 
¡  Reduces Adjusted Gross Income 
¡  Ability to deduct fair market value as itemized 

deduction 



¨  Don’t forget sales tax deduction 
¡  If Sales tax calculation is greater than state income 

taxes paid 
ú  Add to table amount for sales tax on auto purchase 
ú  Can use actual sales tax total if receipt of purchases are 

documented 
ú  Caution: labor intensive 



¨  Beneficiary Considerations 
¡  Naming charities as beneficiaries versus estate 

request 
¡  Beneficiary’s tax bracket 
¡  Allow for disclaiming 



¨  Protect Inheritance 
¡  Life insurance 

ú  Death benefit tax free 
ú  Offsets tax liability of inherited IRA 
ú  Critical care riders 
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